INTRODUCTION interferometers, air-coupled capacitive transducers and EMATs
In this paper, we calculate the sensitivity limits of optical and compare them with piezoelectric transducers and a fundamental limit.
In particular, we calculate the minimum detectable surface displacement for each Wansducer type in the 100 kHz to 2 MHz frequency region. The fluctuation-dissipation displacements for piezoelectric transducers, C-coupled theorem [l] is used to estimate the minimum detectable capacitive transducers and EMATs. It is also used to determine Contribution of NIST. Not subject to copyright in the U.S the "thermal rattle" limit of the specimen. For air transducers we minimum detectable displacement of optical interferometers is also make use of an expression obtained photodiodes. In our calculations, we use a laser power of 7 mW is the laser frequency and 11 is the quanhlm efficiency of the and a quantum efficiency of 0.9.
In the case af EMATs, the fluctuation-dissipation theorem can also be used to estimate the minimum detectable displacement under ideal anditions assuming a lossless EMAT coupling coil and noiseless preamp. If we assume that the dominant loss mechanism is due to eddy current Joule heating in the specimen, then the minimum detectable displacement is given by Here 6s is the specimen S ! & depth, B is the magnitude of the magnetic field, q is the resistivity and A is the EMAT call area.
transducers cansidered
here. Values of parameters used in Figure 3 summarizes the sensitivity limits for all types of calculating these curves are listed in Table 1 . It is seen that the the responsivity. Our procedure measures the sensor respnsivity and uses this parameter, combined with the RMS noise of the calibration sensor to determine the sensor's sensitivity. iUustrated in Figures 4 and 5 . Specifically, we use a vanable
The experimental procedure and associated apparatus are amplitude piezoelectric source in conjunction with a Michelson interferometer to determine the respnsivity of the bansducer. We also measure the total noise of the system at the output of the amplifier and calculate the noise bandwidth.
(T-6) aluminum half-cylinder with a diameter of 609.8 mm and a
The sample used for the sensitivity meas!xements is a 7075 thickness of 177.8 mm. A conical-type transducer is used to generate surface acoustic waves (SAWs). The transducer under test is situated 95.25 mm from the transmitting transducer on the equidistant on the opposite side. We drive the transmitting surface of the sample and the optical beam probe is incident transducer with a narrow-band electrical signal.
The SAWs generated by the hansmitting transducer are then detected test. The voltage applied to the transmitting transducer is simultaneously by the interferometer and the transducer under increased monotonically. At each voltage, the displacement is measured using the Michelson interferometer and the output voltage @-p) of the receiver transducer is also recorded. The signal and noise RMS values are determined using appropriate "crest" factors [l61 to account for the spectral characteristics of the SAW and noise signals. Figure 6 shows the minimum detectable displacement of our new wnical piemelechic transducer as measured using the setup of Figure 5 . Also shown in Figure 6 are the thermal displacement noise level for an aluminum half-space and the limit calculated using the wmputer noise model. It is interesting tv note that the measured sensitivity of the transducer is within 6 to 10 dB of the thermal displacement noise and only a few dB above the model results. Specifically it is seen that using this transducer we can achieve a sensitivity of 5 x lU"m. Hz+ on an aluminum substrate. We attribute the discrepancy between the model results and the measured values to certain limitations of the computer model. , I Figure 6 . Interferometer, transducer model, thermal limit and measurement results. SUMMARY estimating the absolute sensitivity limits of various transducers.
RESULTS

In this paper we presented and evaluated expressions for
We also presented apmcedure for experimental determination of such limits. We found that properly designed air transducers can exhibit sensitivity comparable to that of the most sensitive optical sensors.
